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Building on my 2004 article “The Classical Cadence: Conceptions and Misconceptions,” this article
examines the fate of the classical cadence in the hands of the first generation of Romantic composers
(Schubert, Chopin, Schumann). It identifies seven characteristics of Romantic compositional style
that, compared to classical practice, bear on issues of cadential morphology and function: (1) a more
extensive use of chromaticism and dissonance; (2) a greater emphasis on root-position harmonies;
(3) a more uniform harmonic rhythm and harmonic density; (4) a circularity of formal organization;
(5) an ambiguity between sequential and cadential harmonies; (6) a lack of cadential closure for the-
matic units; and (7) an ambiguity between penultimate and ultimate dominants at points of poten-
tial cadence. Though I focus largely on cadence and closure, I also take the opportunity of pointing
out other aspects of musical form that distinguish Romantic practice from the earlier classical style.
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I
n my 2004 article “The Classical Cadence: Conceptions
and Misconceptions,” I argued that musical cadence in
general was poorly understood by many musicians and

that one way of regaining control over the idea is to examine
cadence in the context of a relatively narrow, stylistically uni-
fied repertory.1 In particular, I advocated that the concept of
cadence is best conceptualized at first in relation to music of
the high classical style (Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven). I
concluded my study by suggesting that a greater involvement
by scholars in theories of musical form could lead to a better
understanding not only of the classical cadence but also of ca-
dence as manifest in earlier and later repertories as well. The
present article extends my approach by exploring cadential
processes found in the instrumental music of first-generation
Romantic composers, such as Schubert, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, Chopin, and Berlioz.2

Before turning to this repertory, however, I should first
summarize the essential features of the classical cadence, since
not only does music of the nineteenth century continue to
employ that cadence on a regular basis, but also some novel
cadential techniques introduced in the Romantic period are
best understood in relation to prior classical practice. Central
to my definition of the classical cadence is the idea that it is
supported by a specific type of harmonic progression (Ex. 1[a]),
one that features an initial tonic (usually in first inversion), a
pre-dominant harmony (typically II6, but sometimes IV), a
penultimate dominant in root position (often embellished by
the cadential six-four), and a final tonic, also in root position.3

Incomplete forms of this authentic cadential progression may
sometimes eliminate either the initial tonic or pre-dominant
(or both), but the dominant must always first appear in root
position and remain as such. Indeed, this notion is axiomatic
to my theory of cadence, for I believe that any inversion of the
dominant undermines the potential of such a progression to
be truly cadential.4 In the case of a half-cadential progression
(Ex. 1[b]), the final harmony is an ultimate dominant, which
must take the form of a consonant triad in root position. We
can also identify a deceptive cadential progression (Ex. 1[c]), in
which the final tonic is replaced by some other harmony,
typically VI.

In my own particular take on harmonic theory, I distinguish
such cadential progressions from two other progression types,

An earlier version of this article was presented as keynote addresses at the
“Second International Conference of the Russian Society for Music
Theory,” Moscow, September, 2015, and at the conference “Form
Forum,” the University of Toronto, October, 2013. I benefited greatly
from discussions on nineteenth-century form with Steven Vande
Moortele, Janet Schmalfeldt, Ren�e Rusch, and Jon Wild. I also received
valuable responses in the course of presenting the materials of this study
in workshops at the University of North Texas and the University of
Victoria. I especially appreciate the contributions of Harald Krebs, with
whom I discussed most of the analyses presented here. Finally, I thank the
two anonymous readers who helped to improve the contents and writing
of this article.

1 Caplin (2004).
2 The selection of music undertaken for this study—a rather eclectic sam-
pling of instrumental works in a variety of genres—yielded examples of
specifically Romantic cadential usage primarily in compositions by
Schubert, Schumann, and Chopin. Few cases arose for the classicizing
Mendelssohn, though one rather exceptional situation is cited in nn. 41
and 44 below. The highly eccentric formal processes witnessed in Berlioz
normally involve dimensions other than cadence; in general, it seems,

French composers of the nineteenth century hold firm to classical caden-
tial practices.

3 Note that in this example, and throughout the remaining ones, the
boundaries of the cadential progression are indicated by a horizontal
bracket positioned below the Roman numerals.

4 Caplin (2004, 70); Caplin (2013b, 125–27) argues this point more fully,
citing empirical, theoretical, and experiential grounds for this fundamental
axiom.
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which I term prolongational and sequential (specific cases of
these are shown in Exx. 2 and 3).5 Note that prolongational
progressions often bring inverted dominants embellishing the
tonic harmony.6 In addition to its harmonic content, a classical
cadence typically features a conventionalized melody, most of-
ten of descending contour. Example 4 illustrates some repre-
sentative melodic-motivic ideas that clearly express to the
listener “this is a cadence.”

But now we must distinguish fundamentally between the
cadential content of a musical idea and its actual formal function.
For in the classical style, cadences serve to provide formal clo-
sure at specific levels in the musical hierarchy, namely the

middleground levels of phrase and theme. And for a cadential
idea to create closure, it must follow something that functions as
a formal beginning or a formal middle. Cadence is therefore a
mechanism of ending, though, as will be discussed later on, not
all formal endings involve cadences. Likewise, closure at very low
hierarchical levels (such as that of a two-measure basic idea) and
closure at high, or background, levels (such as the entire exposi-
tion section of sonata form) are not normally cadential at all, but
rely on other formal processes to effect the sense of ending.7

Another distinction central to my concept of cadence is that be-
tween cadential function, a time-span leading up to the moment
of cadential arrival, and post-cadential function, a time-span that
follows the arrival and prolongs the final harmony of the ca-
dence. Such post-cadential activity normally consists of a closing
section (made up of codettas) following an authentic cadence or a
standing on the dominant following a half cadence (HC).8

example 1. Cadential progressions (Caplin 2013a, 4)

example 2. Prolongational progressions (Caplin 2013a, 3)

5 I classify sequential progressions on the basis of a consistent pattern of
harmonic root motion (descending fifth, ascending step, etc.); moreover,
embellishing harmonies can sometimes appear between more fundamental
harmonies of the sequences, as seen in Exx. 3(c) and 3(d).

6 Now and then a tonic prolongation can appear with both dominant and
tonic chords in root position. Of course, the same progression could also
function as an incomplete cadential progression. The potential ambiguity
in classifying such a progression can normally be resolved contextually,
that is, by considering whether the progression occurs in a formal situation
that is either initiating or closing.

7 Caplin (2004, 56–66). This view thus challenges the claim by Hepokoski
and Darcy (2006) that both a sonata exposition and an overall sonata form
are closed by specific cadences (their “essential expositional closure” and
“essential structural closure,” respectively).

8 Caplin (2004, 89–96).
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In the course of a formal process leading to cadential clo-
sure, a promised authentic cadence frequently fails at first to
materialize, only to be fully realized eventually by a genuine ca-
dence. For the classical style, I have identified three such ca-
dential deviations (deception, evasion, and abandonment), of
which the evaded cadence is most relevant for the present
study.9 A cadence is evaded when the event that follows the
penultimate dominant seems not to represent the final event of
the cadential process, no matter what its harmonic support. In

other words, this event does not group backwards with the pre-
ceding events of the cadence (those supported by an initial
tonic, pre-dominant, and penultimate dominant), but rather
groups forward with the subsequent events. A clear case of ca-
dential evasion is shown in Example 5, where a perfect au-
thentic cadence (PAC) is promised on the downbeat of m. 16.
What occurs at this moment, however, does not represent the
goal of the ongoing cadential process; even though supported
by a root-position tonic, this event marks the onset of a new
phrase, which brings the cadential idea “one more time”10 to
close the theme at m. 19.

With this all-too-brief introduction to the classical cadence,
let us turn to the main topic at hand, namely, how phrase and

example 3. Sequential progressions (Caplin 2013a, 6)

example 4. Classical cadences: (a) Beethoven, Piano Sonata in C, Op. 2, No. 3, third movement, mm. 15–16; (b) Haydn, Piano Trio
in D, H. 16, third movement, mm. 7–8; (c) Mozart, Piano Sonata in B[, K. 333, second movement, mm. 20–21; (d) Haydn, Piano
Sonata in B Minor, H. 32, second movement, mm. 9–10; (e) Haydn, Piano Sonata in A, H. 30, third movement, mm. 7–8; (f)

Beethoven, Piano Sonata in C Minor, Op. 10, No. 1, third movement, mm. 3–4.

9 Caplin (1998, 101–7), Caplin (2013a, Chapter 5). A deceptive cadence, us-
ing a deceptive cadential progression such as that shown in Ex. 1(c),
brings a final cadential event that is supported by a different harmony
than the required root-position tonic. An abandoned cadence results when
the penultimate dominant either fails to appear or becomes inverted prior
to its resolution to the tonic. 10 Schmalfeldt (1992).
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thematic closure is realized in the early Romantic period
(roughly the second quarter of the nineteenth century). First,
though, we must acknowledge a central fact—Romantic com-
posers continue to employ the classical cadence throughout
their compositions. Many phrases, and most thematic units,
close cadentially in the manner just described. A complete
movement, moreover, is almost always marked by cadential
closure of its final theme.11 Yet, despite the powerful influence
that the classical cadence continues to exert, composers in the
Romantic period explore some new compositional procedures
that modify or distort in interesting ways the classical means of
creating closure.

In my research to date, I have identified seven stylistic char-
acteristics of Romantic compositions that have the potential to
affect the ways in which cadence and closure are achieved.
Compared to classical practice, Romantic works may feature:
(1) a more extensive use of chromaticism and dissonance; (2) a
greater emphasis on root-position harmonies; (3) a more uni-
form harmonic rhythm and harmonic density; (4) a circularity
of formal organization; (5) an ambiguity between sequential
and cadential harmonies; (6) a lack of cadential closure for the-
matic units; and (7) a confusion between penultimate and ulti-
mate dominants at points of potential cadence. The remainder
of this article will examine these seven points in greater detail,
with specific examples drawn from the Romantic repertory.
Though I focus largely on cadence and closure, I also take the
opportunity, where appropriate, of highlighting other aspects
of musical form that distinguish Romantic practice from the
earlier classical style.

chromaticism and dissonance

That music in the nineteenth century witnesses a marked in-
crease in the use of chromaticism and dissonance over that of
the eighteenth is widely accepted. Indeed, we might think that
greater chromaticism would significantly impact, perhaps even
distort, cadential expression. In fact, this seems not to be the
case for the Romantic generation. Most often, chromatic alter-
ations of a given harmony can be understood in relation to a

basic diatonic model, and the harmonic function defined by
that model is normally retained in the chromatic version.
Thus, even if a given cadential harmony is extensively chroma-
ticized, its harmonic function within the progression remains
comprehensible, and its cadential effect can be fully realized.
Similarly, the addition of various dissonances does not nor-
mally disrupt the functional expression of the cadential
harmonies.12

One manifestation of greater dissonance treatment, how-
ever, does have significant cadential implications. In the classi-
cal style, the final harmony of both the authentic cadence and
the half cadence is normally a consonant triad, either a tonic
or a dominant, in order that this final sonority has sufficient
stability to express a sense of ending. In the Romantic period,
this restriction begins to be eased for the ultimate dominant of
the half-cadential progression. With Chopin and Schumann
especially, the effect of an HC continues to be projected even
when the final harmony is represented by a dominant seventh.
For this reason, Janet Schmalfeldt has specifically identified a
nineteenth-century half cadence at points where a classical HC
would be expected (such as at the end of an antecedent phrase)
but in which the ultimate dominant contains a dissonant
seventh already at the moment of cadential arrival.13 A typical

example 5. Mozart, Piano Sonata in C, K. 309, third movement, mm. 13–19 (Caplin 2013a, 142)

11 Note that I deliberately speak of cadential closure of a movement’s final
theme, thus emphasizing that cadential closure is effectively limited to the
hierarchical level of thematic organization and does not normally apply to
higher levels of form (see n. 7).

12 A second source of nineteenth-century chromaticism involves the use of
symmetrically organized harmonic structures, ones that are often modeled
by Neo-Riemannian principles. Passages featuring these harmonies will
not arise in this study, since they rarely involve mechanisms of thematic
closure, where the expression of functional tonality is paramount.

13 Schmalfeldt (2011, 202–3). Considerably more work is needed to flesh
out aspects of the nineteenth-century HC, investigating, in particular,
which composers favor the technique and which do not (for example,
cases arise now and then with Mendelssohn, whereas Schubert, as will be
discussed later on, tends most often to use the classical HC ending on a
dominant triad). In two recent studies, L. Poundie Burstein argues that
ample precedent already exists in the classical style for regarding HCs as
ending with a dominant seventh (and even being inverted) (Burstein
2014, 211–14; Burstein 2015, 97–105). Here is not the place to evaluate
this claim, which is based on fundamentally different assumptions about
cadence than those held by Schmalfeldt and myself. I would only note
now that almost any feature of a particular musical style has precedents in
an earlier style; the main question is, are such precedents central or pe-
ripheral to the prior one? I would argue that only a very limited number of
classical themes bring a half-cadential articulation that genuinely includes
a dissonant seventh; as such these cases should be understood as a caden-
tial deviation, one that I term dominant arrival (see Caplin 1998, 79–81
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case is found in Chopin’s Waltz in A Minor (Ex. 6). The
overall form of this theme is a compound period, whose open-
ing compound antecedent is structured as a simple sentence.14

Following a regular presentation phrase (made up of a repeated
basic idea),15 m. 21 brings the start of an expanded cadential

progression (ECP), with V6
5 of IV substituting for the more

standard I6 (shown in brackets). As the pre-dominant IV6 in
m. 23 moves to the dominant in the following measure to pro-
duce the final harmony of the phrase, the pitch D is held over,
thus creating a clear dissonant seventh within the dominant of
this nineteenth-century HC. Not to consider this moment a
type of HC seems overly restrictive, since Chopin regularly
employs the dissonant seventh in this kind of formal context.

example 6. Chopin, Waltz in A Minor, Op. 34, No. 2, mm. 17–36

and Caplin 2013a, 224–25). I would thus support Schmalfeldt’s assertion
that the inclusion of a dissonant seventh first becomes an essential element
of the HC in the early Romantic style. (I will address Burstein’s viewpoint
and present a fuller examination of the harmonic content of the HC in a
book-length project tentatively entitled Cadence: A Study of Closure in

Tonal Music.)
14 Formal descriptions throughout this article follow the categories devel-

oped in Caplin (1998) as well as the more recent textbook version, Caplin
(2013a). For the discussion of compound themes, see Caplin (1998, 63–
70) and Caplin (2013a, Chapter 6).

15 Though not related to aspects of closure in this theme, the specific harmo-
nies of this opening phrase are worth considering from the perspective of
the increased chromaticism and dissonance associated with early Romantic

style; with this bass line, a standard classical presentation phrase would
bring the prolongational progression I–V4

3–I
6. Here, the passing dominant

is further embellished with the more dissonant VII65 (m. 19) and the I6 is
replaced, most unusually, by a dissonant VI64 (m. 20), which is chromati-
cized as V6

5 of IV at the beginning of the continuation)cadential phrase.
As a result of the irregular resolution of VII65 in m. 19, this diminished-
seventh sonority actually assumes a “common-tone” voice leading, though
its dominant function still makes sense in light of the VI64 being a tonic
substitute harmony.

beyond the classical cadence: thematic closure in early romantic music 5
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This cadence nonetheless represents a clear departure from
classical practice, where the use of such a dissonance for the fi-
nal cadential harmony is rare. (I return to this example to dis-
cuss its consequent phrase after introducing some other
characteristics of the Romantic style.)

root-position harmonies

One striking feature of early Romantic harmony has largely
gone unremarked by theorists: harmonies frequently succeed
each other in root position. In fact, a long string of root-
position chords seldom arises in baroque, pre-classical, and clas-
sical works, yet such a succession is regularly found in Romantic
ones.16 This emphasis on root-position harmonies has an im-
pact on the specific harmonic progressions that tend to be used
cadentially. Example 7 illustrates some typical cadential progres-
sions found in Romantic works. Note that the pre-dominant
harmony tends to favor either the subdominant or the super-
tonic in root position (a and b), rather than the more typical II6

of the classical style. The initial tonic of nineteenth-century
cadences is more often placed in root-position (a and b) than in
classical practice, and this harmonic function may be embel-
lished by a root-position VI, which may even fully substitute for
that tonic (c). Another initial tonic substitute sees the third de-
gree in the bass (which would normally support I6) holding a
III harmony, or even chromatically, a dominant of the submedi-
ant (V7 of VI), which resolves deceptively to the subdominant
(d). The resulting bass line resembles a classical one, but the
chromaticism betrays a Romantic touch.

Example 8(a), an excerpt from Chopin’s Nocturne in G
Minor, shows an extreme case of root-position harmonic suc-
cession in a passage that obviously references the genre of cho-
rale, though clearly not in the style of Bach. The final beat of
m. 44 seems to be a clear enough perfect authentic cadence
(PAC), which itself is preceded by a deceptive resolution of
the dominant. And we cannot entirely rule out the expression
of a PAC at the end of m. 42 as well. In both places, however,
the cadential progression is quite incomplete and, especially in
the case the opening two-measure unit, we might want to re-
gard the final two beats of m. 42 as continuing the prolonga-
tional progressions of the prior measure and a half. Indeed, the

excessive use of root-position harmonies helps to blur the fun-
damental distinctions among prolongational, sequential, and
cadential progressions that are so essential to classical harmony
in its relation to form.

Although this example of chorale texture is not unique in
Chopin’s oeuvre, it still remains somewhat exceptional.17 Yet
the root-position emphasis found in his chorale textures is also
present at the very opening of this same Nocturne (Ex. 8[b]),
which features a more standard melody and accompaniment
texture. We might initially be tempted to identify various
harmonic inversions within the first two measures (VII7, VI6,
VII65); however, the functional bass seems to sound in a lower
tessitura of the piano. If so, we can hear the opening two
measures as projecting a tonic pedal (the seeming dominant
pedal thus residing in a tenor voice) and then observe that all of
the harmonies in the theme stand in root position, with the
exception of the I6 in m. 7 (a detail to be discussed
momentarily).18

Though I am using this example to illustrate the Romantic
tendency to exploit root-position harmonies, it is worth paus-
ing briefly to examine details that reveal some other non-
classical traits. In the first place, the form of the theme seems
to be a standard period—an opening antecedent with weak ca-
dential closure followed by a consequent bringing a stronger
cadence. Entirely counter to classical norms, however, the an-
tecedent phrase already modulates to the relative major, ending
there with a nineteenth-century HC.19 (Note, by the way, that
the local E[ sonority, VI6, on the downbeat of the second
measure not only adds a major-mode coloration to the other-
wise pathos-laden minor quality of the opening two-measure
idea but also subtlety alludes to the upcoming modulation to

example 7. Nineteenth-century cadential progressions

16 When they do occur in the earlier styles, such progressions are typically
part of a broader sequence, e.g., a descending-fifth pattern, as discussed
ahead in Ex. 13.

17 For other examples, see Chopin, Nocturne in G Minor, Op. 15, No. 3,
mm. 89ff. (marked “ religioso”), and Chopin, Prelude in C Minor, Op. 28,
No. 20.

18 As I consider the subordinate harmonies in mm. 1–2 to occur in the con-
text of a tonic pedal, they should not be identified as being in any particu-
lar “inversion”; however, I have retained the labels for inversions in order
to acknowledge the alternative, first mentioned in the text, of hearing
more literal changes of harmony within these measures.

19 This interpretation assumes that the seventh literally entering on the sec-
ond beat of the measure genuinely belongs to the dominant harmony,
which appears as an incomplete sonority on the downbeat. The seventh
E[ (along with the ninth G) held over from the previous chord suggests
this harmonic reading. If we hear the seventh as passing, however, then
the implied dominant triad supports a classical HC.
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B[ major.) The consequent phrase begins with the tonic of the
new key, but quickly modulates back to G minor. To solidify
this return, Chopin brings a more marked sense of harmonic
progression in mm. 5 and 6 (four distinct harmonies there
compared to a single prolonged harmony in mm. 1–2), and he
makes sure that the downbeat of m. 6 holds a strong root-
position tonic, rather than the more luminous VI6 of the ante-
cedent (cf. m. 2). The final cadential idea is especially interest-
ing, since its upper-voice melodic content (1̂–2̂–3̂–4̂–5̂–1̂)
brings the main elements of a classical bass line (the scalar rise
from to and subsequent leap back to , a line that regu-
larly supports an entire thematic unit).20 To avoid parallel
octaves (except at the very end, a license found frequently
enough in most tonal styles), Chopin brings a non-classical ca-
dential bass line ( — — — — ), featuring a root-position
VI as the initial tonic of the progression. After a subsequent
I6—an embellishing chord, which is the only inverted har-
mony in the theme—the bass pushes downward to support a

root-position half-diminished II7, a pre-dominant rarely used
in a classical cadential progression.21 Thus, the theme as whole
exemplifies many ways in which what might seem to be a fairly
ordinary period actually departs considerably from the norms
of the classical style, while bringing a series of typically
Romantic elements of harmony and form.

uniform harmonic rhythm and density

In a manner that harkens back to baroque practice, the
Romantic style often features a relatively uniform rhythm of
harmonic change, especially compared to the classical style. In
many cases, this uniformity of harmonic rhythm arises from
the use of various dance genres (mazurka, waltz) or from char-
acter pieces that tend to feature a single emotional affect, thus
emulating, again, a baroque aesthetic.22 This rate of harmonic

(a)

(b)

example 8. Chopin, Nocturne in G Minor, Op. 37, No. 1, (a) mm. 41–44; (b) mm. 1–8

20 See Caplin (2008) for discussion of this bass-line model. Following the
practice of Sanguinetti (2012) (inspired by Gjerdingen 2007), I will indi-
cate scale degrees in the bass voice by a circled numeral and indicate scale
degrees in the upper parts with a circumflex accent.

21 The cadential progression of mm. 7–8 could also be seen as a descending-
fifth sequential progression, a potentially ambiguous situation that I treat
in a later section on “sequence versus cadence.”

22 A significant difference between the baroque Affektenlehre and the early
Romantic portrayal of “character,” however, lies in the conventionalized
nature of the former compared to the more individualistic sense of per-
sonal expression in the latter.
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change can often be quite fast as well, especially at the very
opening of a thematic unit. (In the classical style, on the con-
trary, the harmonic rhythm of a theme tends initially to be rel-
atively slow and then systematically increases toward the
cadence.) To avoid overburdening the harmonic texture with
rapidly changing prolongational progressions, Romantic com-
posers will vary the progression type by introducing both se-
quential and cadential progressions in initiating formal
positions. In addition, the possibility of embedding one pro-
gression type within another emerges as a distinct option for
creating a degree of harmonic diversity within a foreground
uniformity of harmonic rhythm.

The opening of Schumann’s Davidsbündlert€anze No. 8
(Ex. 9) illustrates well the kind of uniformity and density of
harmonic activity found in a Romantic character piece. The
opening measure already brings a cadential progression in C
minor, which upon repetition in the following measure proves
to be a mere accompaniment to a rather fragmented melodic
idea. Taken together and in the context of the entire theme,
these opening two measures represent a basic idea. The
accompanimental pattern in m. 3 is then varied to become a
cadential progression in E[, and the complete melodic frag-
ment is repeated a third higher. We thus see that Schumann
embeds cadential progressions within a broader ascending-
third sequence.23 This use of both cadential and sequential
progressions for the very opening unit of a theme—here, a
kind of presentation phrase—is especially characteristic of the
Romantic style.24 At the beginning of the continuation phrase,
m. 5, the progression resolves deceptively, thus shifting the

tonal focus back to C minor. Observe that up to this point,
most of the harmonies of mm. 1–4 have appeared in root posi-
tion. With the deceptive resolution of the dominant at the be-
ginning of m. 5, the bass line now acquires an ascending
stepwise melodic profile, which lasts most of the way through
the modulation to the minor dominant and the confirmation
of the new key by a genuine cadence (a fully classical one),
which closes this sentence theme type. Note that the embed-
ded cadential progressions at the opening of the theme only
project cadential content, not any sense of cadential function—
nothing is ended by these cadence-like ideas.25

Let us return to Example 6 and consider the compound
consequent phrase in light of the uniform harmonic rhythms
typical of a Romantic theme. The phrase begins at m. 25 with
varied material from the opening of the compound antecedent.
Measure 29 sees the start of the ECP but now with a new
one-measure melodic motive in the right-hand part, which is
repeated in the following measures. The insistent upper pedal
on the high A makes it difficult for cadential melodic closure to
occur, and so the ECP is abandoned when at m. 33 the bass
leaps down to the leading tone to support a non-cadential
V6

5.
26 Following the resolution to I, a simple V7–I progression

creates the final PAC. Note that it would have been perfectly
possible for the ECP that began at m. 29 to have continued all
the way to the end of the theme by bringing a root-position
dominant at m. 33 and sustaining that harmony until the tonic
at m. 36, as shown in the bracketed harmonic analysis. Such
an option would have been entirely conceivable within the

example 9. Schumann, Davidsbündlert€anze, Op. 6, No. 8, mm. 1–7

23 Schmalfeldt (2011, Chapter 8) identifies this sequential pattern as particu-
larly characteristic of Chopin, though here we see the sequence used by
Schumann as well. The pattern is rare in the classical style, especially
within a presentation phrase.

24 In the classical style, such a presentation would normally be supported by
a single tonic prolongational progression.

25 See also Chopin, Prelude in C Minor, Op. 28, No. 20, mm. 1–2.
26 See Caplin (2013a, 143) on abandoned cadential progressions as opposed to

abandoned cadences per se; on the latter, see Caplin (2013a, 132–33).
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classical style. Chopin, however, avoids the harmonic decelera-
tion that would so arise, probably for several reasons. First, he
has established throughout most of the theme a fairly uniform
rhythm of each measure bringing either a new harmony, or a
change of bass, or both. By abandoning the cadential progres-
sion, he is able to maintain this consistent harmonic rhythm to
the end of the theme. Second, by bringing the progression
V6

5–I in mm. 33–34, he can provide the same basic harmonic
support to those measures as for the similar material in mm.
29–30. As a result, m. 33 sounds like the beginning of a se-
quential repetition, which is effectively given up when the
need finally to create thematic closure brings the compressed,
and highly incomplete, cadential progression. That the caden-
tial idea emerges out of what is initially heard as a sequential
situation is a Romantic characteristic to which I will return in
a later section.

formal circularity

In the classical style, themes normally begin with a relatively
“characteristic” idea, which, in accord with the powerfully

teleological aesthetic of the style, leads to the goal of thematic
closure. Part of the broader mechanism for motivating that
closure resides in the breaking down of this opening material—
a process Schoenberg graphically termed liquidation—such
that all that remains by the end of the theme is the relatively
“conventional” cadential idea. In contrast, a newly arising
Romantic orientation to musical form began to favor a more
circular mode of organization, one that manifests itself at vari-
ous structural levels.27 At the level of the theme, this tendency
toward formal circularity can be realized when the melodic–
motivic material of the opening basic idea, rather than becom-
ing fully liquidated, returns at the end to provide the melodic
content of the cadential idea itself. Whereas this technique has
some precedents in the classical style, it is more frequently
encountered in Romantic practice, where, in fact, it occurs in a
manner that differs markedly from earlier manifestations of the
technique.

Example 10, the opening of the scherzo of Schumann’s
Second Symphony, is a case in point. The theme starts

example 10. Schumann, Symphony No. 2, Op. 61, third movement, mm. 1–12

27 The idea of circular form in the nineteenth century is discussed by
Morgan (2000) and Rodgers (2009).
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off-tonic in C major with a two-measure basic idea that is
immediately repeated to make a presentation phrase; the con-
tinuation brings one-measure fragments as expected. Rather
than further liquidating the material to yield a conventional-
ized cadential idea, however, Schumann brings back the
melodic content of the basic idea for an imperfect authentic
cadence (IAC) in E[ ([III) (m. 8). A repeat of the continua-
tion phrase then modulates further to the minor dominant,
closing there with another variant of the opening material to
create a PAC in m. 12.28

As mentioned before, some classical precedents for this re-
use of the opening basic idea can also be found, such as shown
in Example 11, from Haydn’s Symphony No. 100, a passage
discussed extensively by Leonard B. Meyer.29 Here, the basic
idea itself has a distinctly “cadential” melodic component, one
that classical composers used as a closing gesture in several other
works.30 And in an obvious realization of this closing potential,
Haydn brings back the idea, lightly varied, to forge the PAC at
m. 36.31 Although the compositional situation here may remind
us of Schumann’s theme, a significant difference lies in the na-
ture of the melodic material used for both the basic and caden-
tial ideas. With Haydn, the melody is already cadential in
implication, and so it is hardly surprising that he allows the idea
eventually to fulfill its implied formal function. With
Schumann, on the contrary, the melodic gesture at the opening
of the theme has nothing stereotypically closing about it; in

fact, it is a highly “original” idea, which, even when re-
harmonized so as to function cadentially, retains its highly in-
dividualized quality. We thus see operative here another as-
pect of Romantic style, namely an expression of the
“aesthetics of originality.” Whereas classical composers are
content to allow their initiating melodic-motivic material to
become liquidated in the course of a theme, Romantic com-
posers are more attached to their “novel” melodic ideas, and
are thus inclined to retain them for use at the very end of the
theme in a manner that promotes a circular design.32

sequence versus cadence

The Romantic practice of emphasizing root-position harmo-
nies can give rise to an important source of harmonic and ca-
dential ambiguity. If we consider the harmonies shown in
Example 12, we can observe that such a progression can be an-
alyzed as either a circle-of-fifths sequence, which could project
a medial formal function of some sort (such as a continuation),
or as a cadential progression, which could bring formal

example 11. Haydn, Symphony No. 100 in G, second movement, mm. 29–36

example 12. Sequential versus cadential

28 We find in this example another instance of the I–III–V sequential pat-
tern underlying the entire thematic unit, as discussed earlier in n. 23.

29 Meyer (1989, 26–30); see also Levy (1981, 28). Example 11 illustrates the
A0 section of the main theme, an overall small ternary form (rounded bi-
nary version).

30 Meyer (1989, 26) cites Haydn’s String Quartet in B[ Major, Op. 64, No.
3, iii, and Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in G Minor, iii.

31 Haydn uses the same idea to close the earlier A section, with a dominant
arrival at m. 7, and brings the idea back again to confirm the modulation
to the dominant region in the middle of the B section, m. 24.

32 The use of a “characteristic” opening gesture as a subsequent cadential
idea continues to be found in later nineteenth-century repertories; the first
subordinate theme from the opening movement of Tchaikovsky’s
Path�etique Symphony (cf. mm. 89–91 and 95–97) is especially exemplary
of this practice.
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closure.33 Of course, a specific musical context will normally
clarify which type of progression is involved: thus the progres-
sion in mm. 7–8 of Example 8(b), discussed earlier, arises in a
context that unambiguously suggests its formal function to be
cadential (analogous to mm. 3–4 in the antecedent phrase). In
the classical style especially, composers are usually very careful
to distinguish between the progression types. A typical case
arises in the first subordinate theme from Mozart’s G-Minor
Symphony (Ex. 13), where the continuation phrase (mm. 48–
51) begins with a series of root-position harmonies organized
by descending fifths. In its formal context and in its intrinsic
content, the harmonies are obviously sequential, which Mozart
makes clear by following the sequence with a distinct cadential
progression to close the theme.

Among Romantic composers, this practice of separating
descending-fifths sequential progressions from cadential ones
is not always observed, thus giving rise to ambiguities of ca-
dential articulation. Consider the subordinate theme from the
first movement of Schubert’s “Unfinished” Symphony
(Ex. 14[a]), a melody so familiar to us that it is easy to over-
look how utterly non-classical it really is. We can first note
that all of its harmonies stand in root position, which already
suggests that we may encounter ambiguities in the function of
the harmonic progressions. After two measures of introduc-
tion, the theme begins with a two-measure basic idea (sup-
ported by I going to V), followed by a contrasting idea (V to
I). Matching this harmonic reversal is a motivic one, as shown
by the analysis of motives “a” and “b.” (This kind of motivic
palindrome is rarely, if ever, found in classical themes.)
Though we might be tempted to recognize a cadence at the
end of this four-measure phrase, it is probably better to under-
stand it as concluding without cadential closure, primarily be-
cause the harmonic pattern I–V–V–I, supporting an opening
four-measure phrase, more typically projects four measures of

tonic prolongation rather than a two-measure prolongation
followed by a two-measure cadential progression. Here espe-
cially, it is hard to hear the harmony in the third measure of
the theme (m. 46) as a distinctly cadential dominant (one that
differs from the prolongational dominant of the prior mea-
sure), all the more so given the commonality of melodic-
motivic material in both measures.

At m. 48, the phrase begins to be repeated, but motive b of
the basic idea is now sequenced up a step (supported by V7 of
II). The “contrasting idea” (mm. 50–51) then remains a step
higher than it was in the first phrase. In order to return to
tonic, Schubert brings a varied sequence of the idea back down
a step in mm. 52–53. Though the rhythm has been modified,
the sequential relationship between these two ideas could be
seen clearly if Schubert had written an exact sequence, as
shown in the second staff of Example 14(b). What this rewrite
also helps to illuminate is how the rhythmic modification of
the sequence makes it sound as though it is beginning with a
sequence of “motive a” whose descending fourth leap is now
extended into a fifth. Finally, Schubert lets the melodic line
end decisively on 1̂ (see again Ex. 14[a])—decisive in that the
cello melody does not directly leap down to 5̂, as in m. 47. In
another sense, however, we do hear this melodic leap, since
the downbeat of m. 53 also brings an elided repeat of the en-
tire theme, with its opening “a” motive.34

But now the question becomes, has the theme actually
ended with a cadence? Most listeners will probably answer
“yes” readily enough, but we should nonetheless be sensitive to
a formal ambiguity here, for what we would be construing as
the “cadential” idea, mm. 52–53, arises as a sequential repeti-
tion of the contrasting idea of mm. 50–51. In the classical
style, a cadential idea almost always distinguishes itself from
any preceding sequential material, as we saw in the previous
Mozart example. Because a sequence brings a repetition of
something that is already medial in function, it should

example 13. Mozart, Symphony in G Minor, K. 550, first movement, mm. 44–51

33 The confusion of sequence with cadence arises essentially with the
descending-fifth (“circle of fifths”) sequence, since this is the only se-
quence type that yields a potentially cadential V–I progression at its end.

34 The cello then “echoes” this motive in beats 2 and 3 of mm. 53ff., but
now as an accompanimental figure, not as a genuinely melodic element.
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continue to project the sense of being-in-the-middle and not
sound cadential. However, here it seems to do just that,
namely to bring a semblance of closure to the theme. In other
words, we can hear the harmonies in mm. 49–52 as not only
sequential (shown in line 1 of the harmonic analysis of
Ex. 14[a]), but also as cadential, with V7 of II representing a
chromatic alteration of VI, a substitute for the initial cadential
tonic (shown in line 2).

Given the harmonic and cadential ambiguities seen thus
far, it is fascinating to observe some of the implications that
Schubert draws from them as the movement proceeds. In
the first place, the repeat of the theme in the violins leads to
a complete lack of cadential closure when the music breaks
off with the grand pause at m. 62 (Ex. 14[c]). This drastic
evaded cadence is unusual in that not only is there no har-
monic event (a tonic) at the moment of expected cadential
closure, but also a complete absence of any event (the grand
pause) at all. In addition, this moment is not followed by a
“one more time” repetition as often occurs with evaded

cadences.35 Instead, an entirely new augmented version of
motive “a” returns, set as a dramatic and ominous tutti for-
tissimo outburst.36

In the recapitulation, Schubert handles this passage some-
what differently (Ex. 14[d]). Here, he brings the music back
from D major (the key in which the theme appears in the re-
capitulation) to the home key of B minor by more fully real-
izing the sequential possibilities of the contrasting idea as it
appears in Example 14(b), staff 1, and, in so doing, signifi-
cantly minimizing the contrasting idea’s cadential effect. By
the time we hear the grand pause at m. 280, we are not at all

(a)

(b)

example 14(A) and 14(b). Schubert, Symphony No. 8 (“Unfinished”), first movement, (a) mm. 42–54; (b) alignment of sequences

35 Compare again Ex. 5, m. 16. Not all classical evaded cadences feature the
one more time technique, though many do. Yet almost all such evasions at
least bring some sounding event in place of the cadential arrival.
Schubert’s evaded cadence is thus most bizarre from a classical perspective.
We will see another such evaded cadence in a later discussion of the com-
poser’s Piano Sonata in A, D. 959 (see Ex. 17[d], m. 112 below).

36 See Macdonald (1978) for a discussion of Schubert’s “volcanic temper.”
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certain that an evaded cadence has even taken place; rather,
the music seems more to be interrupted “mid-sequence,” with
little sense of any cadential function.

Returning to the exposition (Ex. 14[c]), we see that the for-
tissimo outbursts at mm. 63–66 propose the beginning of an
expanded cadential progression by means of a prolonged pre-

dominant (IV–[64]–Grþ6–VII65 of V); however, the progression
rhetorically runs out of steam with the syncopated chords in
mm. 71–72 and is effectively abandoned when, at m. 73,
Schubert brings back motive “b” in an extensive call-and-
answer passage, one that more fully realizes another potential
for sequence in the contrasting idea, namely that proposed in

(c)

(d)

example 14(C) and 14(d). Schubert, Symphony No. 8 (“Unfinished”), first movement, (c) mm. 60–76; (d) mm. 274–82
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Example 14(b), staff 2. Following a decisive cadence at m. 93
to end the subordinate theme group (Ex. 14[e]), Schubert
brings back the opening of the subordinate theme,37 but now
in a manner that resolves the ambiguity of sequence and ca-
dence. Like the original version, the third measure of the
theme (m. 96) repeats, albeit in a non-sequential manner, the
second half of the basic idea (motive “b”). A completely new
idea then appears (mm. 97–99) that is more genuinely caden-
tial in nature, with nothing sequential in the picture. The only
disrupting aspect is the harmonic support, whereby the domi-
nant reached at m. 95 is held as a pedal point until the tonic
resolution at m. 99. If Schubert had supported mm. 96–99
with a true cadential progression, as shown in the brackets,
then we could speak of a PAC at m. 99. The retention of the
dominant pedal from m. 95 on, however, blurs a sense of real
cadence, thus allowing this passage to function formally more
as an expanded codetta of a closing section rather than as a
genuine thematic unit (i.e., another subordinate theme).

To conclude this discussion of the “Unfinished”
Symphony’s subordinate theme, we can now observe that a
significant source of ambiguity in the passage arises from
Schubert having placed all of the harmonies in root position;
as a result, the opening phrase can be heard as either prolonga-
tional or cadential, and the second phrase as either sequential

or cadential. Various aspects of motivic manipulation contrib-
ute to the ambiguous effect as well.

prolongational closure; lack of functional ending

Not all phrases in the classical style close with a cadence: the
opening presentation phrase of the sentence theme type is a
case in point.38 But almost all complete themes in that style
conclude with one of the three genuine cadences—PAC, IAC,
or HC. With the Romantic style, we see a loosening of this
thematic requirement and begin to find themes that close not
with cadential progressions, but with prolongational ones in-
stead. Schumann’s “Valse noble” from Carnaval (Ex. 15[a])
illustrates well how a self-contained thematic unit ends with
such prolongational closure, as I will term it.39 The movement,
starting very much in medias res, brings two matching

(e)

example 14(E). Schubert, Symphony No. 8 (“Unfinished”), first movement, (e) mm. 90–100

37 This return of opening subordinate-theme materials exemplifies again the
Romantic impulse for formal circularity. In the classical style, by contrast,
once subordinate-theme ideas are eliminated from the theme, they rarely
return either in the context of the theme group itself or in the subsequent
closing section. I will discuss another use of this technique below in con-
nection with Ex. 17(b), m. 78 and Ex. 17(d), m. 117.

38 See Caplin (2004, 59). The compound basic idea (a basic idea plus a
contrasting idea supported by a prolongational progression) is another
four-measure phrase that does not close with a cadence; likewise, a contin-
uation phrase may end with no cadential closure when, in looser formal
contexts (such as a subordinate theme), it is followed by a unique phrase
serving an exclusively cadential function.

39 Many theorists describe what I am calling prolongational closure as a
weaker form of cadence proper; the terms “contrapuntal cadence” or
“imperfect cadence” are regularly encountered in this context. As discussed
on several occasions already, I restrict the concept of cadence to cases
where both the dominant and final tonic of the cadential progression ap-
pear exclusively in root position; see again nn. 4 and 13. I fully acknowl-
edge that a particular type of formal closure can be effected by concluding
a prolongational progression, but I understand it as one that is
categorically—and, more important, experientially—distinct from closure
that is specifically cadential in nature.
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four-measure phrases in a manner that suggests a periodic
theme-type. Within the broader form of the piece as a whole,
these opening eight measures constitute the A section of a
small ternary. In the classical style, this section would normally
end cadentially (with a PAC in either the home key or a sub-
ordinate key).40 Here, however, both phrases end prolonga-
tionally, the first with V4

2 to I6, the second with V6
5 to I. To be

sure, the norms of the period form are referenced by the first
phrase ending with a weaker closure (on an inverted tonic)
than the second phrase (on a root-position tonic), yet neither
mode of closure is truly cadential. Moreover, the bass line sup-
porting the complete theme is entirely non-classical, featuring

a descending line from [ down to , which resolves up to
at the very end.41

Following a contrasting middle (B section), the A0 section
first brings back the material of the complete A section with-
out any alterations. Schumann however, obviously not satisfied
in allowing the complete movement to close prolongationally,
begins to sound the theme again (Ex. 15[b]) and rewrites the

(a)

(b)

example 15. Schumann, "Valse noble," Carnaval, Op. 9. No. 4, (a) mm. 1–8; (b) mm. 33–40

40 Haydn now and then ends the A section of a small ternary (or rounded bi-
nary) with an HC; Mozart and Beethoven almost always conclude that
section with a PAC.

41 See Caplin (2008) for the essentially ascending contour of a classical bass
line. The propensity for bass lines to descend, especially at the beginning
of a theme, is characteristic of the baroque style; see Lester (1999, 27–33,
esp. Ex. 2.3 and Ex. 2.5) and Caplin (2014, 436). For another example of
a thematic unit ending with prolongational closure, due primarily to the
use of a falling bass line, see Mendelssohn, Song without Words, Op. 19,
No. 1, mm. 13–15, where the penultimate dominant initially appears
inverted before taking on its more conventional root position just prior to
resolving to tonic.
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harmonic support for the final phrase to make a genuine ca-
dential progression (whose constituent harmonies, not surpris-
ingly, are all set in root position), thus concluding the
movement as a whole with a real cadence.42 We see that, un-
like classical practice, prolongational closure in the Romantic
style may take place at the level of the simple theme (the eight-
measure A section),43 but the final closure of broader formal
units still requires an authentic cadence.44

A more radical mode of “ending” arises when an ongoing
thematic unit fails to project any intrinsic sense of closure, yet
we realize that the unit is “finished” when the onset of a subse-
quent unit initiates a new set of formal processes. Such situa-
tions are rare in eighteenth-century works and are hardly
common in the Romantic style. Some interesting examples,
however, do arise, thus revealing the breakdown of classical
means of formal closure. A casual hearing of the opening
theme of Chopin’s Mazurka in F] Minor (Ex. 16[a]) suggests
that it comprises a sixteen-measure compound period, whose
antecedent forms an eight-measure sentence. The return of
the basic idea at m. 9 quite clearly signals the onset of a conse-
quent. If we look more closely, though, we must ask, how does
the antecedent actually end? From the perspective of classical
norms, we would be expecting a closing HC in m. 8. Instead,
the harmony preceding the return of the basic idea is a pre-
dominant II43, which does not mark the end of any cadence
type. Not only does this formal unit not end with a cadence,
but we also cannot speak of any prolongational closure at this
point, since this harmony appears as the last link in a broad
descending-fifth sequential progression begun at m. 5.45 Little
in the intrinsic musical content projects any sense of closure
whatsoever for this “antecedent” phrase. We only know that it
ends because the consequent so obviously begins. Of course,
what helps motivate the formal oddities observed in this
Mazurka is the way in which the opening basic idea is harmo-
nized: namely with a prominent V7–I prolongational progres-
sion.46 Thus, in order to set up the formal return at m. 9,
Chopin lets the antecedent conclude on the pre-dominant II43,

which connects easily with the initiating dominant to tonic
motion of the basic idea.47

At this point, we might consider an option proposed by
William Rothstein, who wants to hear a half-cadential goal
for the antecedent on the downbeat of m. 9.48 His recom-
posed version, shown in Example 16(b), eliminates the for-
mal overlap of Chopin’s original. Presumably to make the
dominant closing the antecedent more effective as a goal,
Rothstein even rewrites this harmony as a triad. Though this
interpretation has merit, we should observe that the final
dominant still emerges out of an ongoing sequential process,
as supported all the more by the melodic line, which contin-
ues the same motivic content of the sequence. In other words,
no distinct cadential idea is specifically associated with this
proposed HC.

Rothstein, though, perhaps overlooks one detail that points
to the pre-dominant of m. 8 as the real “ending” of the phrase,
namely, the rhythmic alteration on the second beat of that
measure from an expected dotted figure to even eighth notes.
This subtle change to what is otherwise a sequential repetition
helps differentiate m. 8 as a possible ending, even if it is one
that cannot be construed as either cadential or prolongational.
This rhythmic alteration not only serves the specific formal
purpose just described but also helps prepare for the double
eighth-note configuration that appears in the returning basic
idea on the second beat of m. 9. Moreover, the use of two
eighth notes in place of a dotted-eighth and sixteenth (as in
the prior sequential measures) effects a slight sense of rhythmic
deceleration that further helps project m. 8 as a potential end-
ing moment. Indeed, a performance by Arthur Rubenstein
highlights the formal arrival there by effecting a noticeable
ritardando within the measure.49

ultimate vs. penultimate dominants

We tend to think that the fundamental difference between a
half cadence and an authentic cadence involves its final har-
mony, being either a dominant or tonic respectively. But just
as important—perhaps even more so—is the distinctively dif-
ferent roles that the dominant harmony itself plays in these ca-
dential formations. For in the HC, the dominant is the
ultimate harmony of the progression, whereas in an authentic
cadence, the dominant serves as the penultimate harmony.
Since both cadences include a dominant—always in root
position—our sense of how that harmony is functioning, as ul-
timate or penultimate, very much determines which cadential
type is being projected by the music. In the classical style,
composers rarely allow this distinction to become blurred; in
the Romantic style, and especially with Schubert, ambiguities

42 The cadence at m. 40 is perfect authentic because the melody, lying below
the “covering tone” F, closes on B[ (1^).

43 Horton (2015, 103–7) develops the same basic point; see his insightful
discussion of how the main theme in the solo exposition of Chopin’s
Piano Concerto in F Minor, Op. 21, first movement, fails to close caden-
tially yet still projects a clear sense of thematic ending by means of prolon-
gational progressions.

44 The Mendelssohn Song without Words cited in n. 41 is thus highly excep-
tional in that the entire piece concludes (mm. 42–44) with the same pro-
longational closure described for mm. 13–15. Later in the nineteenth
century, we encounter more frequent use of prolongational closure for a
complete movement (or larger section of one); my forthcoming study on
cadence in various tonal styles includes a chapter on cadential practices of
the mid to late nineteenth century.

45 More precisely, we could speak of the sequential progression as actually
beginning in mm. 3–4 with the roots E and A and then continuing into
the opening of the consequent with the roots C] and F]. For the purposes
of this discussion, I am focusing specifically on the sequential segment
supporting the antecedent’s continuation phrase (mm. 5–8).

46 As mentioned in n. 6, a progression from root-position dominant to root-
position tonic can be sometimes emerge as prolongational, not cadential.

47 See also Schmalfeldt (2011, 198).
48 Rothstein (1989, 46–48).
49 RCA Red Seal 09026 63050-2, compact disk.
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about the role of the cadential dominant give rise to problem-
atic cadential interpretations. Several passages from the first
movement of Schubert’s Piano Sonata in A, D. 959, will illus-
trate such problems, even allowing us to identify a new type of
cadential deviation, which I term the dissipated cadence.50

We begin with the main theme, built seemingly as a small
ternary, and first ask how the A section ends (Ex. 17[a]). The
final measure would appear to be m. 6, because the complete
change in materials in m. 7 can mark the beginning of a new
unit, namely, a standing on the dominant to comprise the whole

(a)

(b)

example 16. Chopin, Mazurka in F]Minor, Op. 6, No. 1, (a) mm. 1–16; (b) recomposed version by Rothstein (1989, Ex. 2.23)

50 Another work by Schubert, the first movement of his Sonata in A Minor,
Op. 42, D. 845, features a number of ambiguous cases of ultimate and
penultimate dominants; Schmalfeldt (2011, Chapter 5) discusses some of

these cadential ambiguities, especially as they affect performance
decisions.
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of the B section,51 which stretches to the return of the opening
materials at m. 16, thus initiating the A0 section. As already
mentioned, the opening A section of a small ternary normally
ends with a PAC; but here, the dominant seventh in m. 6 does
not resolve as expected, thus giving the impression that an
evaded cadence has occurred instead (see again the discussion of
Ex. 5). Unlike normal classical practice, however, this cadential
evasion is not followed by a one more time technique, that is,
by some repetition of immediately prior material that would
lead to a concluding authentic cadence. Instead, the A section
seems to be left without any formal closure whatsoever.

There is, of course, an alternative interpretation; namely,
that the dominant of m. 6 is ultimate, not penultimate. We
would then recognize a “nineteenth-century HC” concluding
the A section (thus referencing the practice of Haydn, as men-
tioned in n. 40). Such a view also suggests that we might revise
our interpretation of the immediately following mm. 7–15,
hearing them as a post-cadential standing on the dominant, not
as a contrasting middle (B section), and thus recognize the re-
turn of opening materials at m. 16 as the start of a potential
consequent phrase, one matching an opening antecedent.
Several problems, though, present themselves if we believe that
m. 6 is an ultimate dominant. Unlike Chopin or Schumann,
Schubert does not normally employ the dominant seventh in
half-cadential situations.52 More importantly, the A0 section
leads to a similar dominant at m. 21, and there, it clearly
behaves as a penultimate harmony (albeit an inverted one) that
resolves to tonic in the following measure, bringing prolonga-
tional closure to the small ternary form as a whole. (Just why
Schubert does not place the dominant in root position to cre-
ate a regular PAC at m. 22 will be addressed shortly below.)

Before leaving the A section and its ambiguous closure,
we should consider in detail some aspects of its formal organiza-
tion and melodic-motivic content. In the first place, its
six-measure length means that we are dealing with either a devi-
ation of a standard eight-measure theme type or else some non-
conventional type. The opening two measures could be
considered a basic idea, one comprising two one-measure
motives.53 What follows is contrasting (with strong continua-
tional characteristics), and a cadential idea begins with the
upbeat to m. 5, continuing on through m. 6, whose ambiguous
status we have just examined. Thus, whereas we can recognize
three ideas that express the general functions of beginning, mid-
dle, and end, a conventional formal type does not emerge.
What also does not materialize is a highly profiled melodic
component to these ideas. The uppermost sounding voice
remains fixed on the tonic degree until the decorated resolution

of the suspension in the final measure (6); the bass voice also
brings a tonic pedal for four measures until it finally moves up
to for the start of the cadential progression in m. 5. The only
substantial melodic motion occurs in the two inner voices,
which, bringing a modicum of melodic motion, consist mostly
of scalar patterns moving up and down from 3̂ in an alto voice,
doubled a third lower all the way by the tenor. In short, the tex-
ture features outer-voice pedals surrounding scalar motion in
parallel thirds by the inner voices. The alto voice essentially
functions as the true “upper voice” of the contrapuntal structure,
with the actual soprano having a more conventional inner-voice
function. If we follow the course of parallel thirds consistently,
then we would want to consider the dissonant-seventh D (4̂) as
the active melody at the end of the section, which further helps
to support the idea of an evaded cadence, inasmuch as this tone
strives to return back to its starting point, 3̂.54 Given the consis-
tency of the doubled-third motion throughout the section, we
might accord this texture a significant motivic function and ob-
serve its development throughout the rest of the movement.

The 4̂ that is left hanging at the end of the A section is trans-
ferred to the very top of the arpeggiated texture that takes over at
the beginning of the B section (m. 7) and continues to sound as
the principal melodic element in every measure until the liquida-
tion in mm. 14–15. As for the bass voice, it now becomes more
active, rising chromatically stepwise throughout the section from
to , such that at the fortissimo climax at m. 13, the outer voi-

ces sound the doubled third pair B–D, just the same two motivic
pitches from the end of the A section in m. 6. The resolution of
4̂ finally occurs at the beginning of the A0 section, when 3̂ is
picked up again, now transferred to the tenor voice and doubled
a third lower by the bass. In addition, the top voice has a new
countermelody that sounds above the parallel-third motion of
the lower voices. Formally and harmonically, the A0 section is or-
ganized just like the A section, except that as discussed, the final
dominant resolves to tonic, thus extending the unit by one mea-
sure. Just before that happens though, the F] in the upper line of
the parallel third motion is doubled by the soprano in the second
half of m. 20. That voice then continues the line with the
whole-note D, while the tenor loses its pitch, and sounds the
root of the dominant, E, just the note we might have expected
to appear in the bass voice, which instead sustains the parallel
third doubling. As a result, a wonderful reversal of texture occurs
such that in m. 21 the upper and lower voices now sound the
doubled third, while the inner voices take on their more appro-
priate function as fillers, including the decorated suspension.

At this point we are ready to discuss the cadential situation
arising at the end of the A0 section. Following the bass as it
ascends from to by the end of m. 20, we would normally be
expecting the line to reach its goal on to bring the cadential
dominant. As we have seen, however, Schubert lets the bass fall
down to , in parallel thirds with the soprano, and then to for
the tonic resolution. Consequently, we cannot speak here of an

51 See Caplin (1998, 75–77) and Caplin (2013a, 210–11) for the conven-
tional use of a standing on the dominant in the contrasting middle of the
small ternary form.

52 Schmalfeldt (2011) does not identify any nineteenth-century half cadences
in connection with Schubert, only raising the topic first with her chapter
on Chopin; see again, n. 13.

53 See Caplin (1998, 37) and Caplin (2013a, 39) for cases in which an open-
ing basic idea consists of a repeated one-measure motive.

54 I am regarding all of the inner-voice Es in the chord of m. 6 as doublings
of the bass voice.
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authentic cadence, but recognize instead prolongational closure
both for the section and for the theme as a whole. As already dis-
cussed, Schubert’s motivation for failing to bring a genuine ca-
dence most likely lies in the motivic work that he relentlessly
pursues throughout this section, namely, the use of parallel mo-
tion as the essential contrapuntal activity of the theme.55

Let us now turn to the subordinate-theme area of the exposi-
tion, where we continue to encounter cadential uncertainties
similar to those discussed so far. Example 17(b) shows the first
of two subordinate themes.56 It opens with a phrase that ends at
m. 58 with an HC in the subordinate key of E major, just like
an antecedent. Note the parallel thirds in the left-hand part, an
obvious reference to motives from the main theme. The phrase
begins to be repeated as a possible consequent, but this function
“fails” when the music suddenly veers off to G major, partially

(a)

(continued)

example 17(A). Schubert, Sonata in A, D. 959, first movement, (a) mm. 1–26

55 There are perhaps additional reasons for Schubert’s not having placed an
E in the bass: if the bass line of m. 20 were to continue to rise to E3, the
texture would be extremely thin, and thus not appropriately balanced with
the texture of m. 6. Moreover, it is not possible to add the lower E2 while
still retaining D5 in the upper voice and an octave-doubled decorated res-
olution in the inner parts, since two hands cannot play such a configura-
tion of notes. Finally, the upper D (4̂) in m. 21 would awkwardly clash

against the lower E ( ), a voice-leading situation that, if not strictly pro-
hibited, is normally shunned in such an exposed manner.

56 The discussion of Exx. 17 (b) and (c) largely reproduces that given in
Caplin (1987, 246–49).
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example 17(A). [Continued]

(b)

(continued)

example 17(B). Schubert, Sonata in A, D. 959, first movement, (b) mm. 55–82
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confirming that key at m. 63 with the same half-cadence gesture;
as a result, the failed consequent “becomes” another antecedent.57

We thus understand that more in the way of thematic activity
must occur. The music that continues at m. 65 prolongs I6 of G,
suggesting that an ECP may be in the making, one that would
support a continuation)cadential phrase following upon a pre-
sentation, made up of the repeated antecedents.58 A

continuation of the implied ECP is reconstructed in Example
17(c), showing how the theme could easily have cadenced in G
major. At m. 70, however, the cadential progression is aban-
doned when the music shifts suddenly back to E major: the bass
note B, which functioned as the third of the tonic of G, contin-
ues to sound (it is even emphasized by being placed an octave
lower) to become the root of the dominant of E. Following a
deceptive resolution to VI at m. 71, a more compressed caden-
tial progression begins with the pre-dominant IV and continues
in the next measure with the cadential dominant, one that is
clearly perceived as penultimate, in that we expect an authentic
cadence to close this subordinate theme, now in the normal sub-
ordinate key of E major. The cadence is evaded, however, and
the music quickly backs up to the cadential six-four for another
try, one that is evaded yet again at the end of m. 73.

example 17(B). [Continued]

(c)

example 17(C). Schubert, Sonata in A, D. 959, first movement, (c) reconstruction of mm. 69–72

57 On the notion of failed consequent, see Caplin (1998, 89) and Caplin
(2013a, 246–47). Somewhat problematic in characterizing this second
phrase as an antecedent is its modulating structure; normal antecedents in
a classical period do not modulate, as discussed earlier in connection with
the modulating antecedent of Ex. 8(b).

58 In this broader sentential context, the half cadences ending the antecedent
phrases are thus deemed to have “limited scope” (see Caplin, 2004,
86–89).
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At this point, something quite unusual takes place, for the mu-
sic now seems to get stuck on the cadential dominant as the pia-
no’s right hand brings a new triplet figure, which gets drawn out
and liquidated much like a standing on the dominant. Thus, the
resolution to tonic at m. 78 does not sound like a cadential goal
but rather is exclusively heard as a beginning harmony, one that
initiates the next phrase, a return to material from the very open-
ing of the theme.What seems to have taken place is that a penulti-
mate dominant (one that promises an authentic cadence) is
somehow converted into an ultimate dominant to support a stand-
ing on the dominant, a “post-cadential” function that entirely
removes any potential for cadential closure. In association with the
complete liquidation of the motivic content and a highly recessive
dynamic, we can have the impression that the impending

authentic cadence has been entirely dissipated; indeed, I will term
this deviation a dissipated cadence.

Something similar, but even more dramatic, takes place to-
ward the end of the second subordinate theme, which begins at
m. 82 with a large-scale model-sequence plan (not shown in the
examples) somewhat in the manner of a developmental core,
though essentially remaining in the subordinate key.59 At m. 95

(d)

(continued)

example 17(D). Schubert, Sonata in A, D. 959, (d) first movement, mm. 95–124

59 See de M�edicis (2015, 205) for a discussion of the infusion of core-like
materials within subordinate themes of Schubert’s expositions. The use of
immediate model–sequence activity at the start of the theme also has clear
classical precedent, since a second subordinate theme occasionally begins
directly with continuation function, thus bypassing an initiating unit; see
Caplin (1998, 111–13) and Caplin (2013a, 391).
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(Ex. 17[d]), Schubert initiates an ECP, starting first in E minor
but then shifting back to major two measures later. The condi-
tions for a PAC literally appear at the downbeat of m. 101, but
the sudden dropping out of the chordal texture and abrupt change
back to the minor mode could also be a sign that the cadence is
evaded. Both options seem available for analytical (and performa-
tive) interpretation, though for reasons of broader formal organi-
zation, I prefer the latter. In any case, the passage strives forward
with the same music, though now the left-hand plays the running
triplets and the right-hand the slower-paced chordal blocks. The
texture changes again at m. 105, and the harmonic progressions
are suggestive of cadential activity. A clear cadential progression
emerges at m. 110, strongly implying PAC closure for the theme.
This time, though, the cadence is evaded by a grand pause (recall-
ing a similar situation in the “Unfinished” Symphony, Ex. 14[c],
m. 62), and when the music picks up again with the texture re-
duced to a single line, we understand that the dominant harmony
of m. 111, which we construe to be penultimate, continues to be
prolonged in a manner that resembles the very end of a standing
on the dominant, one that normally follows upon an ultimate
dominant. The texture begins to fill out at m. 116 in preparation
for a return of the opening phrase of the first subordinate theme,
whose tonic at m. 117 sounds entirely initiating, not ending. In
other words, we confront again a case of a dissipated cadence,
whereby the subsequent standing on the dominant exhausts the
potential for cadential closure to the extent that the resolution to

tonic brings a new beginning, not a cadential goal, thus converting
an initially perceived penultimate dominant into an ultimate
dominant.

Up to this point, we have assumed that the dominant
achieved at m. 111 is penultimate, largely for reasons having to
do with formal context: we normally expect that at this late stage
of a subordinate theme, any cadential function would be aiming
toward authentic cadential closure, especially when an evaded au-
thentic cadence immediately preceded at m. 101. Some details of
pitch organization in m. 111, however, prompt us to entertain
the idea that this dominant could be perceived even initially as an
ultimate one, projecting a strong sense of HC, after which the
grand pause supports the perception that the music has “stopped”
with that cadence. After all, no dissonant seventh appears there;
indeed, the texture is ultimately reduced to octaves doubling the
root of the harmony. Though an interpretation of HC is perhaps
less likely in the broader formal context that precedes it, it does
make sense in light of what follows, namely, a standing on that
ultimate dominant. To help project such an interpretation, a per-
former would want to make the dominant of this measure sound
like a genuine goal, which might entail a slight ritardando and di-
minuendo throughout the measure. Performances by van de Laar
and Pollini achieve just this effect.60 In contrast, those by

example 17(D). [Continued]

60 Brilliant Classics 99678/2, compact disk (van de Laar); Deutsche
Grammophon 4713502, vol. 6, compact disk (Pollini).
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Kovacevich, Schnabel, and Perahia increase the drive and inten-
sity of the music throughout the complete measure, so that the
effect of an interruption—a real cadential evasion—is dramatically
projected.61 In short, Schubert leaves it open for the performer to
help decide such ambiguous cases.

The return of the opening of the first subordinate theme at
m. 117 continues to play on the question of whether a dominant
is ultimate or penultimate, since this time, the opening phrase
ends at m. 120 with a dominant seventh, not a dominant triad
(cf. again, Ex. 17[b], m. 58). As a result, it is perhaps unclear
whether or not an HC is created at this point, since, as earlier
discussed, Schubert does not normally employ the nineteenth-
century HC. We might rather interpret the dominant as pen-
ultimate and recognize an evaded cadence, one that will mo-
tivate a subsequent PAC via the one more time technique; in
fact, a clear PAC does occur at m. 123, preceded by that
same penultimate dominant. This is the cadence that finally,
and unequivocally, closes the entire group of subordinate
themes.

We are now in a position to step back and consider the larger
formal patterns that emerge within the subordinate theme area
of this exposition. As just discussed, we can find only a single
unequivocal PAC that could be considered to close a subordi-
nate theme, namely the one we examined in m. 123.62 Two
other potential PACs were poised to appear—one at m. 74 (Ex.
17[b]), to close a first subordinate theme, and one at m. 112
(Ex. 17[d]), to close a second subordinate theme. In each case,
these cadences were effectively dissipated by the conversion of
their penultimate dominants into ultimate ones in the course of
their standings on the dominant. If Schubert had written genu-
ine PACs, the return of the motives from the opening of the
first subordinate theme at mm. 78 and 117 would have func-
tioned as post-cadential codettas. In addition, the subordinate-
theme group (consisting of two complete subordinate themes)
would have conformed largely to the norms of classical form.
But taking the dissipated cadences into consideration, whereby
a penultimate dominant becomes an ultimate one, a more com-
plex design begins take shape.

Let us begin again with the first subordinate theme
(Ex. 17[b]). As we discussed, the section from m. 65 to m. 77
is supported by a bass note B. At first, this bass functions as the
third of a I6 harmony in G major, but then assumes its role as
dominant of the subordinate key, E major. Broadly speaking,
and appealing to the spirit of retrospective reinterpretation, we
could consider this entire section functioning as a contrasting
middle (B section) of a small ternary structure, a kind of global
“standing on the dominant” (of E). The A section would thus
embrace the opening antecedent (mm. 55–59) and the failed

consequent (mm. 60–64).63 The final section of the form, how-
ever, poses difficulties. In the context of a small ternary reading,
the return of the opening materials from the A section strongly
signals the start of the A0 section, most likely taking the form
of a genuine consequent phrase (to make up for the failed con-
sequent of the A section). Following the return of the basic
idea, however, the materials quickly liquidate in the manner of
codettas, such that the overall ternary form never receives its re-
quired perfect authentic cadential closure.

That the first subordinate theme remains unclosed raises the
possibility of recognizing an even larger-scale ternary design by
regarding this incomplete theme as a magnified A section (indi-
cated by the larger, italicized symbol);64 we could then regard
the second subordinate theme (the latter half shown in Ex.
17[d]) as bringing together the remaining B and A0 sections (be-
ginning at mm. 82 and 117 respectively). After all, the second
subordinate theme begins with extensive sequential activity in
the manner of a developmental core, and thus from its start has
a strong intrinsic medial functionality of the type that we might
associate with a contrasting middle. This enormous B section
would be deemed to end with the ultimate dominant that
emerges via the dissipated cadence at m. 111; that harmony is
then sustained by the subsequent standing on the dominant.65

The large-scale A0 section is signaled by the return of the A sec-
tion’s opening phrase at m. 117, and the theme as a whole is
closed by the PAC at m. 123. With this interpretation, the ex-
position would see only a single subordinate theme, one built as
a huge small ternary, whose A section itself is structured as a
lower-level small ternary (albeit one that does not achieve caden-
tial closure). Given that the small ternary form is never used as
the basis of a classical subordinate theme (much less a group of
themes), the embedding of a small ternary within an even
grander small ternary shows how far from classical norms
Schubert is willing to go. Moreover, we see here a further expres-
sion of the formal circularity that marks a Romantic approach to
form, in that we encounter two different returns of the opening
materials of the theme (mm. 78 and 117), each signaling the
start of an A0 section (at two different levels of the form).

Let us come full circle and give one final consideration to the
main theme of the exposition (Ex. 17[a]). In light of the two
dissipated cadences that we have identified in the course of the
subordinate theme area, we can now examine again the caden-
tial situation at m. 6 and find there the potential source of these

61 EMI Records, compact disk (Kovacevich); Pearl CDS 9271, compact
disk (Schnabel); Sony Classical S2K 87706, compact disk (Perahia).

62 I am discounting the possible PAC at m. 101, since no coherent view of
the form ensues from interpreting this as a moment of complete tonal and
formal closure; instead, I recognize an evaded cadence there for the rea-
sons cited earlier.

63 Once again (as mentioned in connection with the main theme), we would
be confronting the exceptional case of an A section closing with an HC
rather than a PAC, but I have already discussed a classical precedent for
this situation in Haydn (see n. 40).

64 The expression “large-scale small ternary” might seem odd; why not speak
of a “large ternary”? The problem, of course, is that the latter is itself a dis-
tinct classical formal type, one that diverges significantly from the small
ternary; see Caplin (1998, 211–16) and Caplin (2013a, 566–69, 574–86)
for my definition of the large ternary form and how it differs from the
small ternary.

65 Or, if we believe that m. 111 brings a regular HC, shown as option 2 in
the analysis, then we would not speak of a dissipated cadence.
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cadential deviations. For if we take the dominant in that mea-
sure to be penultimate, an option that we gave serious consider-
ation to in our earlier discussion, we can recognize that an
evaded cadence is followed by a standing on the dominant, one
that eventually dissipates any possible sense of an upcoming au-
thentic cadence and that prepares for the return of the opening
section, just the kind of situation that we encounter twice in the
subordinate theme area. When first discussing this passage, I
was hesitant to label it a dissipated cadence for the main reason
that I continued to consider it a possibility that m. 6 brings an
ultimate dominant to create a nineteenth-century HC. In light
of what occurs throughout the rest of the exposition, however,
finding here the first of three dissipated cadences seems like an
especially compelling interpretation.66

* * * * *
With this last example, as well as with most of those pre-

sented in this study, we see how Romantic composers find
ways of creating closure—or denying it, as the case may be—
that go far beyond the techniques of cadence utilized by their
classical predecessors. These novel cadential situations arise
from some specific compositional traits of the Romantic style,
especially in the domains of harmony, rhythm, texture, and
form. Furthermore, we have seen that the various techniques
of closure treated here are related to phrase-structural devices
that are atypical of the classical style.

There exist advantages, but also some drawbacks, in the
methodology that I have adopted for this study. In general, I
have surveyed the Romantic repertory to identify those places
where composers of earlier generations would have employed
the classical cadence to effect formal closure, but where in-
stead, Romantic composers write something that deviates from
the norms of eighteenth-century practice. To be sure, this
methodology, which emphasizes in the first instance why a
given situation of closure is not classical, can give the impres-
sion that there is something compositionally defective or ab-
normal, and the entire discussion can seem to be framed in
largely negative terms.67 Unfortunately, this problem seems
endemic to approaches that attempt to establish norms and
then identify violations of these norms. Of course, if it can be
shown that the norms are no longer really applicable (for
example, using principles of tonal harmony to analyze twelve-
tone music, to take an extreme case, though one that has
occasionally been pursued), then such an approach is less
compelling and potentially useless. As has already been stated,

however, the classical cadence continues to be found widely in
nineteenth-century music, especially at key moments of formal
articulation, so employing this model as a measuring tool to
gauge conformance seems entirely reasonable. Most impor-
tantly, it is not a question of using the classical norms to show
what is wrong with Romantic music, but rather to highlight
what is different about it. Given that so many theories of tonal
music propose a “common practice period,” one that embraces
multiple historical styles (baroque, classical, Romantic, post-
Romantic), many musicians fail to attend to significant differ-
ences in harmonic, cadential, and formal practices among these
styles. For even if a norm/deformation model tends toward gen-
erating negative statements, such a model at least helps to clarify
differences in composition technique, leading ultimately to an
enriched hearing experience of the music. I would like to think
that when we focus on what may seem on the surface to be small
differences in harmonic usage, for example, the inclusion of a dis-
sonant seventh at a moment of HC, the inversion of the domi-
nant in a case of prolongational closure, or whether a given
dominant is ultimate or penultimate, then we can begin signifi-
cantly to refine our hearing and to appreciate how the different
styles of tonal music are expressed. Eventually, of course, we
would like to formulate sound, positive reasons for why compos-
ers of a given style found it entirely acceptable to break the com-
positional norms developed in earlier practices. For myself, I feel
that I have yet to reach that goal for issues of formal closure. As a
first step, though, I am content enough to identify differences in
cadential practice and am hopeful that other current and future
research will provide a more comprehensive, integrated perspec-
tive on these vital issues of musical composition.68
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